The role of phonology in discerning lone other-language items as borrowing or codeswitches

This study furthers our understanding of lone other language items (LOLIs) in bilingual discourse and their status as either borrowings or codeswitches by measuring the degree of incorporation of LOLIs as an indicator. To accomplish this aim, nouns from 40 sociolinguistic interviews from 8 Spanish monolingual speakers from Sonora, Mexico, 8 English monolingual speakers from Arizona, and 24 Spanish-English bilinguals from Arizona (from Sonoran families) are compared.

Borrowing involves the incorporation of LOLIs from a donor language into the recipient language, while code-switching items are produced without adaptation (Poplack, Sankoff, and Miller 1988; Sankoff, Poplack, and Vanniarajan 1990). Historically, variationist studies analyze integration in terms of degree of morphological and syntactic convergence (Poplack and Meechan, 1995, 1998; Torres Cacoullos and Aaron 2003; Poplack and Dion 2012; Aaron 2014; among others), while phonological integration is discarded for being too variable and an unreliable indicator (i.e. Poplack, Sankoff, and Miller 1988; Sankoff, Poplack, and Vanniarajan 1990; Torres Cacoullos and Aaron 2003; Aaron 2014).

The present investigation applies the sociolinguistic comparative method to LOLIs by comparing nouns in monolingual Spanish (recipient language) and in English (donor language) with the LOLIs produced by English-Spanish bilinguals while speaking in Spanish. Furthermore, we explore if phonological integration is correlated to morphosyntactic integration of LOLIs.

Following Torres Cacoullos and Aaron (2003), we test the probability of whether a determiner is realized in a LOLI-headed NP based on several linguistic factors: specificity, grammatical function, use of a modifier, string position, polarity, and semantic class. Using a regression analysis, we compare the constraint hierarchies of the factors that condition determiner usage for Spanish monolingual speech (N=400), Spanish bilingual speech in monolingual Spanish mode (N=400), English LOLIs in Spanish bilingual speech (N=797), English bilingual speech in monolingual English mode (N=400), and finally English monolingual speech (N=400). The results show that LOLIs act morphosyntactically like Spanish words. For instance, LOLIs in subject position highly favor the use of a determiner, following the Spanish pattern.

Also tested is the correlation between morphosyntactic and phonological integration (phonology based on a perception study involving the investigator and 19 monolingual English participants) of LOLIs by comparing LOLIs produced with Spanish phonology versus LOLIs produced with English phonology. Quantitative results show that phonological integration significantly correlates with morphosyntactic integration: LOLIs with Spanish phonology are more morphosyntactically similar to Spanish words and LOLIs with English phonology are more morphosyntactically similar to English words. For example, in English and among LOLIs with English phonology, institutional (i.e. school) nouns favor the bare form, but Spanish nouns and LOLIs with Spanish phonology favor the use of a determiner.

These findings suggest that phonological integration is a factor that should be brought back into the classification of LOLIs. The novelty of this paper is threefold: the incorporation of relevant monolingual control groups, the consideration of phonology as a factor in classifying LOLIs, and the perception study used to determine if a LOLI is produced with Spanish or English phonology.
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